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ABSTRACT 
The problem of detecting minor quantitative trait loci (QTL) responsible for 
genetic variation not explained by major QTL is of importance in the com-
plete dissection of quantitative characters. Two extensions of the permutation 
based method for estimating empirical threshold values are presented. These 
methods, the conditional empirical threshold (CET) and the residual empiri-
cal threshold (RET), yield critical values that can be used to construct tests 
for the presence of minor QTL effects while accounting for effects of known 
major QTL. The CET provides a completely nonparametric test through con-
ditioning on markers linked to major QTL. It allows for general non-additive 
interactions among QTL but its practical application is restricted to regions of 
the genome that are unlinked to the major QTL. The RET assumes a struc-
tural model for the effect of major QTL and a threshold is constructed using 
residuals from this structural model. The search space for minor QTL is un-
restricted and RET based tests may be more powerful than the CET based 
test when the structural model is approximately true. Sequential search proce-
dures based on CET or RET are described and applied to two d_ata sets. The 
first is a simulated data set and the second pertains to QTL for root thickness 
in a population of rice recombinant inbred lines. Error characteristics of the 
sequential search procedure are studied by simulation. Our approach to the 
detection of secondary QTL effects is to first account for major QTL effects 
and then to search for minor effects elsewhere in the genome. This approach 
is distinct from other conditional tests (Jansen 1993a,b; Zeng 1993, 1994) that 




An impressive amount of effort has gone into the development of statistical 
methods for the detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL) (e.g. Weller 1986, 
1987; Lander and Botstein 1989; Knott and Haley 1992; Carbonell et al. 1992). 
Methods for the detection and location of a single, major QTL are relatively 
well developed but the important problem of detecting minor QTL has re-
ceived only limited attention (Jansen 1993a,b; Jansen and Starn 1994; Zeng 
1993, 1994). Realistically, many genetic factors contribute to the quantitative 
variation of many (most) traits of interest. In this paper we derive statistical 
tests for minor QTL effects that take account of known major QTL effects. We 
also describe a sequential search procedure for multiple QTL. These methods 
are an extension of previous work on permutation based tests (Churchill and 
Doerge 1994). 
Procedures for detecting a major QTL are typically based on a statistic 
that has power to detect a shift in the quantitative trait mean between indi-
viduals in different genotypic classes as defined by a marker or marker interval. 
The hypotheses being tested (Haley and Knott 1992) are usually (1) HJ: no 
QTL is present; (2) HJ: a QTL is present but not linked to the marker(s) 
being tested and (3) HA: a QTL is present and linked to the marker(s). We 
refer to a location in the genome at which the test statistic is calculated as an 
analysis point. The statistic will be computed at a number of analysis points 
throughout the genome and the analysis point at which it takes its maximum 
value is used as an estimate of QTL location. The maximal value (over all 
analysis points in the genome) of the test statistics can be used to construct a 
test for a major QTL effect. The problem of obtaining an appropriate thresh-
old value for this test has been addressed by Lander and Botstein (1989, 1994), 
Reba! et al. (1994) and Churchill and Doerge (1994). The defining feature of 
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a threshold value is that, under the assumption of no QTL effects, the value 
of the test statistic should exceed the threshold with probability not to exceed 
some nominal level a (e.g. a= 0.05). There are two types of errors that can 
occur in the major QTL detection problem. A type I error occurs when no 
QTL effects are present in the genome, but we (incorrectly) declare signifi-
cant effects. A type II error occurs when there are QTL effects present but 
we fail to detect them. The relative importance of type I and type II errors 
will depend on the particular application and the resources available to the 
experimenter. If the cost of a false positive result is not substantial, lower 
thresholds can be obtained using for example a= 0.10 or a= 0.20. If a false 
positives are a serious concern a more stringent level a= 0.01, or a= 0.001 
may be desirable. For a given type I error rate, the type II error rate can be 
decreased by increasing the size of the experimental population. 
The threshold values derived by Lander and Botstein (1989, 1994) are 
based on large sample approximations for the case of an infinitely dense genetic 
map and rely on specific assumptions about the distribution of the quantita-
tive trait. Rebai et al. (1994) derive approximate threshold values for the case 
in which the QTL effect is characterized by one estimable parameter. Their 
approximation is based upon Davies' (1977) bound, and requires integral eval-
uation for each marker interval. Unfortunately, in more complex situations 
where the number of model parameters is greater, the integration must be 
approximated by numerical means. Churchill and Doerge (1994) describe a 
permutation based method to estimate a threshold value. The quantitative 
trait data are permuted with respect to the marker data a large number of 
times to effectively sample from the distribution of the test statistic under a 
null hypothesis of no phenotype-genotype associations. This method is intu-
itive and easy to implement. It does not rely on distributional assumptions 
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regarding the quantitative trait and is valid in small sample situations. 
It has been suggested (Paterson et al. 1988; Lander and Botstein 1989; 
Lincoln et al. 1992a,b) that once a major QTL has been detected its effects 
should be accounted for before a search for secondary QTL is carried out. 
We consider a similar approach to the detection of multiple QTL in the form 
of a sequential testing procedure. Given that one or more QTL have been 
detected (declared significant) we account for the effects of these QTL and 
search the genome for the next most significant QTL. Termination of the search 
occurs when no remaining QTL effects are detected. The error structure of a 
sequential search procedure is complex and at each step depends on decisions 
made at earlier steps. At a given stage in the sequential search, a type I error 
may occur if a QTL effect is detected at an analysis point where there are 
no linked QTL. The search for additional QTL would then continue and any 
additional QTL detected may be genuine QTL or type I errors. A type II 
error can occur when no QTL effects are detected but there are in fact QTL in 
the genome that have not been detected at an earlier step. The seriousness of 
type II error and the subsequent decision to stop the search for further QTL 
is depend~nt on the magnitude of remaining QTL effects. For example, if only 
genes of negligibly small effect remain, stopping may be acceptable. 
In this paper, we present two methods for carrying out the tests in a se-
quential search procedure. These methods are also applicable in the case where 
there is a known (a priori) major QTL and we wish to test for a secondary 
QTL while controlling for the effects of the major QTL. We briefly describe 
the procedures here and provide more detailed descriptions and justification 
in the METHODS section. 
The first procedure is based on a suggestion of Lehman (pp.230-231, 1986) 
for improving the power of permutation tests by stratification on a variable 
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known to affect the response. In the QTL setting, when one or more QTL are 
known to be linked to a (set of) marker(s), the population can be stratified 
into marker genotype classes. Permutations are then carried out within these 
classes. Stratification effectively controls for the effects of known QTL and 
can improve the power of a test for additional QTL because the within class 
variation is reduced. Tight linkage between the marker( s) and the QTL is 
desirable in order to obtain the maximum amount of reduction in the variation. 
Analysis of the permuted data is carried out to estimate a conditional empirical 
threshold (CET) value. This procedure is completely nonparametric in that 
it makes no distributional assumptions about the quantitative trait nor does 
it make assumptions about the additive or non-additive effects of the QTL 
linked to the markers used to define the strata. 
The second procedure is also based on the permutation principle. How-
ever, a structural model (e.g. additive effects) is assumed for the known QTL 
effects. Estimated mean (genetic) trait values are computed for each individ-
ual and residuals from these fitted values are analyzed to detect secondary 
effects. The residuals are permuted across the entire experimental popula-
tion and the resulting data sets are analyzed to estimate a residual empirical 
threshold (RET) value. This procedure is nonparametric in that there are 
no distributional assumptions on the quantitative trait values. In situations 
where the structural model is true, the RET is more powerful than CET. 
A nonparametric test procedure for a major QTL effect has been proposed 
by Kruglyak and Lander (1995). Their procedure is based on a rank-sum test 
that replaces the original data by their ranks. Threshold values are obtained 
by an asymptotic argument as in Lander and Botstein (1989). Generally, a 
rank test is slightly less powerful than a permutation test on the original data. 
Good (1994, pp.l13-115) provides discussion of the benefits and drawbacks of 
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rank tests. 
Procedures for constructing tests by conditioning on other markers in the 
genome have been suggested by Zeng (1993, 1994) and by Jansen (1993a,b, 
1994). The conditional methods introduced here are distinct in their approach 
to the multiple QTL problem. The methods of Zeng and Jansen construct 
local (interval) tests for QTL effects by conditioning on and thus subtract-
ing variation due to the rest of the genome. Broad conditioning can lead to 
limitations on the power of these tests. Methods described here first account 
for the variation associated with known or assumed QTL, then focus on the 
remaining variation in order to detect secondary QTL. 
METHODS 
Motivation: The key to the detection of QTL effects is the observation 
of statistical association between the trait values and the genotypes of markers 
segregating in an experimental population. Both single marker and interval 
mapping methods are well suited for the detection of a single major QTL some-
where in the genome. However, these methods often yield multiple indications 
of QTL effects at distinct analysis points. Our goal is to propose statistically 
sound methods for assessing the significance of secondary QTL effects. This 
assessment is not as straightforward as declaring a universal threshold value 
or an increment to the single QTL threshold value. One must first account 
for correlations of the markers under study with the major QTL effect and for 
other factors such as non-random segregation and/or patterns of missing data 
that can lead to false indications of secondary QTL effects. 
Two possible causes for false indications of QTL are type I error, and ghost 
QTL effects. McMillan and Robertson (1974) discuss both type I errors and 
detection of "ghosts" (ghost QTL) in their discussion of methods for detecting 
loci affecting quantitative traits in Drosophila. They referred to two errors 
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"(i) The detection of loci which do not exist. (ii) The magnification of the 
estimated effect of those major loci which do exist by accumulating to their 
effect those of undetected loci close to them on the chromosome." Type I 
errors are a property associated with any statistical test procedure and can 
be controlled to occur at or below a specified level by setting an appropriate 
critical value. A ghost QTL is an artifact of cosegregation between QTL and 
non-adjacent or distant markers. Cosegregation with unlinked markers can 
occur due to chance or due to selection effects in the experimental population. 
More typically, a ghost QTL will present itself across intervals in the vicinity of 
large QTL effects (Knapp et al. 1990; Martinez and Curnow 1992; Haley and 
Knott 1992; Jansen 1993). It is an inherently difficult problem to distinguish 
between real multiple QTL located near one another and a single QTL with 
ghosting effects. 
By analogy with confounding effects in human genetic disease association 
we can gain some insights into the nature of ghost QTL. The properties of 
relative risk (as discussed in Breslow and Day, 1980, pp.57-67) provide a useful 
framework for comparison. The formal statement and proof of this idea is from 
Cornfield et al. (1959). 
"If an agent, A, with no casual effect upon the risk of disease, nev-
ertheless, because of a positive correlation with some other agent, 
B, shows an apparent risk, r, for those exposed to A, relative to 
those not so exposed, then the prevalence of B, among those ex-
posed to A, relative to the prevalence among those not so exposed, 
must be greater than r." 
The extent to which genotype-phenotype association is observed may be ex-
plained by the presence of QTL, or by false association. In order for ghost 
QTL effects to arise, the cosegregation of marker( s) that show ghosting with 
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marker(s) linked to the true QTL must be strong. Furthermore, the apparent 
effect of the ghost QTL will be less than the effect of the genuine QTL. 
Realistically, several different regions of the genome may contain genes 
whose segregating alleles affect the distribution of the trait. Major QTL are 
those that contribute most to the genetic variation, while minor QTL con-
tribute less. The distinction is not sharp. Having detected a major QTL, we 
wish to account for its effects in order to assist detection of secondary QTL. 
This approach will generally increase the power for detecting unlinked sec-
ondary QTL effects and will reduce or eliminate ghosting. Power for detecting 
multiple linked QTL will be diminished by this approach. There would seem 
to be no alternative but to generate very large sample sizes if the goal is to 
study multiple linked QTL effects. 
In the remainder of this section we will first describe the permutation test 
for a major QTL effect. We then discuss the CET and RET procedures in 
turn including implementation of sequential search for QTL with justification. 
We conclude with comments on the permutation sample size and the use of 
t-tests. 
Permutation Tests for Major QTL Effects: A permutation test for 
QTL effects has been described by Churchill and Doerge (1994). The indi-
viduals in an experiment are labeled 1 to n and each is scored at m genetic 
markers selected from a known map. Also associated with each individual is 
a trait value Yi· A test statistic is computed at each of a number of analysis 
points and its maximum value is an indicator of QTL effects in the genome. 
It is possible to use any test statistic in this procedure. Single marker F or 
t statistics or LOD scores from interval mapping (Lander and Botstein 1989) 
are all reasonable choices. The trait values are shuffled N times among the 
n individuals to create permuted data sets that have only random genotype-
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phenotype associations. The permuted data sets are a representative sample 
from an appropriate null distribution, HJ or H§. An empirical threshold value 
for detecting a major QTL effect is obtained by computing the (1 -a) per-
centile from the N permuted data sets of the maximum test statistic value 
over the genetic map. 
Conditional Empirical Threshold Values: The steps of the condi-
tional approach to multiple QTL detection may be applied to both single 
marker and interval analyses. We assume a fixed known genetic map, and a 
priori information about a major QTL. The marker or interval most closely 
associated with the major QTL is called the "conditioning marker" ( "condi-
tioning interval"). We can estimate a conditional empirical threshold (CET) 
value that accounts for the variation due to the major QTL. The test statistic 
is not specified, as it is possible to use any reasonable test statistic within this 
framework. In applications of the CET method, the critical value is compared 
to the original test statistics. This is in contrast to the RET method in which 
new test statistics are computed. 
To estimate the CET, individuals in the population are separated into 
genotypic classes corresponding to the genotype at the conditioning marker. 
The result is a stratification of individuals into g genotypic classes, where, for 
example, g = 2 for backcross and recombinant inbred populations and g = 3 
for an F2 population. In cases where a significant amount of genotypic data is 
missing, an additional class of individuals should be included. If the missing 
data class is large it may be prudent to choose an alternative conditioning 
marker even if it is less tightly linked to the QTL. In the event that data are 
not missing at random with respect to the trait values and the QTL genotype, 
biases may be unavoidable. The stratification of individuals into marker classes 
reduces (or in the case of perfect linkage, eliminates) the effect of the major 
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QTL within the classes. It is this reduction in variation that provides the 
power of the test. The stratified data are then permuted within each class 
to effectively destroy any remaining genotype-phenotype associations within 
the classes. The shuffi.ed data are analyzed by computing the maximal test 
statistic over all markers outside the linkage group containing the conditioned 
marker. The maximal test statistics is stored, and the process is repeated 
N times. The (1 - a) quantile of this sample provides an estimate of the 
conditional empirical threshold value. 
Sequential Search by CET: This procedure can be continued for the 
purpose of identifying additional QTL, controlling for effect of previously de-
tected QTL. For example, a backcross with missing data has 9 = 3 genotype 
groups. Let A= homozygous class, H =heterozygous class, and M =missing 
data. The first conditioning marker has 9 = 3 (A, H, M) possible genotypic 
classes to permute within. The second conditioning marker, given the first 
conditioning marker, has 32 possible genotypic classes (AA, AH, AM, H A, 
HH, HM, MA, MH, MM). The third conditioning marker has 33 possible 
genotypic classes, and so forth. Each additional level of stratification builds 
on the previous level of stratification. Potentially, there are a large number 
of stratifying factors (9c, where cis the number of conditioning markers), but 
many will have zero or one individual, thus reducing the additional work of 
permuting within each class. As the data become highly stratified we lose 
power to detect additional QTL and the search space becomes increasingly 
limited. Two key issues in the sequential search by CET are the the search 
space itself and the error structure. 
When searching for secondary QTL using the sequential CET procedure 
we suggest limiting the search space, the set of analysis points considered, to 
those chromosomes on which no QTL have been detected at earlier steps. In-
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elusion of markers linked to the conditioning marker(s) will lead to an elevated 
threshold value for detecting effects at other, unlinked, markers thus reducing 
the power of the test at these markers. The effect occurs because the threshold 
is taken as the ( 1-a) percentile of the maximum score over all analysis points. 
Marker linked to the conditioning marker will continue to show associations 
with the major QTL in permuted data sets and thus will show high values of 
the test statistic, increasing the global threshold. By eliminating the chromo-
some(s) containing the conditioning marker(s) from the search space we gain 
power at unlinked loci. The price for this gain in power is the inability to de-
tect multiple linked QTL. Ghosting effects due to correlations among unlinked 
markers will also lead to inflated threshold values. 
The error structure at each step of a sequential search procedure is de-
pendent on the pattern of decisions made at earlier steps. If a type I error 
occurs at any stage, the process may stop or continue, but once an error is 
made the marker associated with the error remains in the analysis. An incor-
rect inclusion of a marker in the conditioning process may falsely direct the 
remainder of the analysis. Alternatively, if a type II error occurs (i.e. no QTL 
detected when there really is one), the entire process terminates.- These same 
considerations apply to the sequential search using the RET procedure. 
In summary, the process described is sequentially decrementing in that 
each time a significant QTL is identified and its associated marker used to 
condition upon, an experimentwise threshold value for the remainder of the 
genome is estimated, and the chromosome permanently removed from the 
analysis. The process proceeds in this manner until either no more secondary 
QTL are found, or until markers on each of the chromosomes representing 
the total of the genome have been conditioned on, and there are no more 
chromosomes to analyze. 
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Justification for the CET Test: Consider testing for a secondary QTL 
in a backcross population for which a single major QTL is known to be segre-
gating. Let 
{ 0 non-recurrent parental allele is absent Q1i = 
1 non-recurrent parental allele is present 
indicate the major QTL genotype of the ith individual. We will assume the 
effect of non-recurrent parental allele of the major QTL is a shift in the location 
parameter of the trait distribution by an amount L\1 . The conditioning marker 
genotype is indicated by 
{ 0 non-recurrent parental allele is absent M1i = 
1 non-recurrent parental allele is present 
and the recombination fraction between loci M1 and Q1 will be denoted by r 1. 
Similarly define the indicator Q2i for a secondary QTL, unlinked to the first, 
with an additive effect of size L\2 on the location of the trait distribution. Let 
M2i be the indicator for a marker linked to the locus Q2 with recombination 
fraction r 2 • We assume that L\i =f=. 0, and 0 :::; ri < 1/2 for i = 1, 2. 
The trait value is a random variable with conditional (given the QTL 
genotypes) probability density function 
PYIQl.Qz(Y, 0, 0) 
Py1Ql.Qz(y,1,0) 
PYIQl,Qz(y, 0, 1) 
PY1Ql.Q2(y, 1, 1) 
J(y), 
J(y- L\1), 
- f(y- L\2), 
f(y - L\1 - L\2)· 
Note that J() may be taken from any family of continuous distributions. For 
example, if there are a number of additional QTL (beyond the major and 
secondary QTL under consideration), f() itself may be a mixture distribution 
(Titterington et al. 1985). 
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Since in practice we will observe QTL genotypes only indirectly through 
the linked marker genotypes, the conditional distribution of interest is 
PYIM11M2 (y, mt, m2) = 
r;nl (1 - ri)l-ml 
X [r~2(1- r2)I-m2 J(y) + r~-m2(1- r2)m2 J(y- ~2)] 
+ d-:ml (1 - rl)ml 
X [r~2 (1- r2)I-m2 f(y- ~I)+ d-m2(1- r2)m2 f(y- ~I- ~2)] 
This mixture of mixture densities reflects the possibility of recombination be-
tween the unobservabled QTL genotypes and the observed markers. Condi-
tioning on additional QTL through linked markers will result in nested mixture 
distributions of the same general form. 
The essential points for this justification are: 
1. We assume that there is a major QTL effect (~I -=/:- 0) linked to the 
marker M1 (ri < 1/2). 
2. Either of the null hypotheses H{j : ~2 = 0 or H'5 : r 2 = 1/2 imply that 
PYIM1.M2(y, mb 0) = PYIM11M 2(Y, m~, 1). 
3. When ~2 =/= 0 and r 2 < 1/2, there will be a location shift of magnitude 
(1/2-r2)~2 between the densities PYIM1 ,M2(y, m, 1) and PYIM11M2 (y, m, 0). 
Condition 2 is necessary. Condition 3 can be relaxed to allow location shift 
of more general form (i.e. to allow the effect of Q2 to depend on the state 
of QI)· The case where Q2 effects are equal but opposite sign within the Q1 
classes is problematic. The likelihood 
n 
h(y,m1,m2) = I1PYIM1 ,M2(Yi,mli,m2i) 
i=l 
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requires a specific form for the density function f(). A common choice off() 
is a normal density such that the distribution of the continuous trait values, 
when the QTL genotype is known, will be normally distributed. Unbiasedness 
of the permutation test in this situation is assured by the choice of h() and 
points (2) and (3) which satisfy the conditions of lemma 3 in Lehmann (1986, 
p.234). 
Residual Empirical Threshold Values: An alternative approach to 
detecting secondary QTL effects is to examine the residuals from a fitted model 
for major QTL effects. We will assume a structural model of the form 
(1) 
where Jl is an overall mean for the population, Q1i is an indicator of the major 
QTL genotype, ~1 is the effect of an allelic substitution at the QTL, and the Ei 
are error terms. For a given marker M 1 , tightly linked to Q1, we can compute 
a residual value for each individual (i = 1, ... , n) as 
where Yk denotes the sample mean of the quantitative trait values within the 
marker genotype class k and k( i) is the marker genotype of the ith individual. 
The distribution of the residuals depends on the strength of linkage be-
tween the QTL and the marker. If the QTL is completely linked to the marker, 
the QTL genotype classes are known with certainty, and the residuals reflect 
the variation associated with the QTL. If the QTL is unlinked to the marker or 
a type I error occurs, the residual calculations are calculated based on random 
individuals assigned to marker classes. In the limit, as linkage between the 
marker and the QTL becomes weaker, the reduction in the residual variation 
grows smaller, and the power to detect secondary QTL becomes less. 
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The estimated residuals ei; i = 1, ... , n are now treated as new trait data. 
Any remaining phenotype-genotype associations may be tested directly on the 
residual data using a permutation test. RET is different from CET in that we 
recompute the test statistics on unpermuted data using residuals as new traits 
and apply the standard permutation test. 
Sequential Search by RET: The residual empirical threshold values 
are influenced by the structural model which defines the mode of the major 
QTL action. If the structural model is correct and the linkage to the QTL is 
tight, one would expect this procedure to have higher power than the CET 
procedure because the permutations are not restricted by stratification. As the 
linkage between the conditioning marker and the QTL weakens (i.e. becomes 
more distantly linked) additional noise is introduced into the residuals, thus 
reducing the power to detect secondary effects. 
The sequential search for secondary QTL using RET is essentially the same 
as using CET except that it is no longer necessary to restrict the search space. 
Markers linked to the conditioning marker are also linked to the major QTL 
and will have estimated genetic trait values that reflect this linkage. The RET 
procedure may be used in situations for multiple QTL detection/location, but 
a loss of power around the conditioning marker is expected due to linkage. 
Justification for the RET test: Permutation tests require exchange-
ability under the null hypothesis among the values being permuted. Under 
mild conditions Schmoyer (1994) shows that permutation tests with residuals 
are asymptotically valid and consistent. In general, residual values are not 
necessarily exchangeable or uncorrelated. Consider the linear model 
Y = X,B + e 
The matrix X is the matrix of indicators (0 or 1) on marker genotype associ-
ated at the point of analysis, ,B is the association between the phenotype and 
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In other words, as the amount of error we are willing to make through type I 
error and resampling error decreases, the number of permutation replications 
increases. For example, N = 1000 is required for a type I error rate of 0.05 
with less than approximately 13.78% Monte Carlo resampling error. 
Test Statistic: The key property of the t-test, F-test and Normal likeli-
hood ratio or LOD score is that each measures the difference in class means, 
in fact x0 - x1 could be used directly in the two class case. We use the t-test 
as our choice of test statistic for demonstration of the CET and RET proce-
dures. The t-test is just a scaled difference in means on a familiar scale, while 
the F-test and LOD score are the sum of squared deviations from a common 
mean. In addition, the t-test is robust (Doerge 1993) to departures from nor-
mality (of trait values) and is easily calculated. Since the t-test is not limited 
by distributional assumptions, or by the experimental situation (e.g. back-
cross or F2 ), we implement our methodology using a single marker analysis 
viewpoint. Under certain restrictions it is possible to use interval mapping 
procedures within the CET and RET framework. After some specification 
the CET procedure may be used within MAPMAKER/QTL (Paterson et al. 
1988; Lincoln et al. 1992a,b), but the conditioning requires that the number of 
chromosomes decrease with each level of stratification. Similarly, it is possible 
to use the one QTL model within MAPMAKER/QTL to compute interval 
mapping LOD scores on the residual data. Here again, some considerations 
have to be placed on the interval mapping analysis since the residual data has 
to be recalculated after each level of conditioning. Since the CET procedure is 
nonparametric and the RET procedure is semi-parametric, and both condition 
on detected QTL, any valid test statistic may be used. 
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genotype, and e is a vector of identically distributed random errors. Under 
the usual regression setup X is observed directly without error, but in this 
situation we observe the marker classes which are tightly linked to the QTL 
classes with some amount of error (recombination). The condition of Schmoyer 
(1994) is that VfiD--+ 0 as n--+ oo, where Dis the maximum diagonal element 
of X(X'X)-1 X'. When the columns of X are indicator variables of marker 
genotype this condition is easily verified. 
Number of Permutations: The number of permuted data sets analyzed 
will determine the accuracy with which we can estimate quantiles (e.g. crit-
ical values) of the distribution of the test statistic under the null hypothesis. 
Through experience, we have found that N = 1000 is adequate for estimating 
critical values at a significance level of a= 0.05 is used. Efron (1993, pp.208-
209) details the distribution of the number of randomized test statistic values 
exceeding the observed value of the actual test statistic as having a binomial 
distribution, Bin(N, a). Let 
0! = Pr(T ~ Tperm) 
where T is the actual observed test statistic and Tperm is the value of the test 
statistic as derived under the null hypothesis for significance level a. Define 
a p-value & such that N & describes the number of times the N permuted 
replicates exceeded the specified threshold value defined for analysis. Therefore 
& has a binomial distribution, Bin(N, a), with mean a and variance a(~a>. If 
we wish to control the resampling error associated with our estimated p-value 
this may be reflected through the coefficient of variation cv ( & ) in order to 
determine the number of shuffles, N, required to achieve significance level a 





A Simulated Example: We consider the same example as in our previ-
ous work (Churchill and Doerge 1994). One hundred genomes containing four 
lOOcM chromosomes were simulated according to a standard backcross model. 
Chromosomes I and III each contain 50 randomly placed markers. Chromo-
somes II and IV each contain 10 randomly placed markers. The true genetic 
map was used in the QTL analysis. A QTL with additive effect 0.75 (u2 = 1.0) 
was simulated at 44.4cM from the left end of chromosome I (between marker 
number 24 and marker number 25). A second QTL of effect 1.0 (u2 = 1.0) 
was simulated at 61.6cM from the left end of chromosome II (between marker 
number 55 and marker number 56). 
The first QTL is detected using empirical threshold values (Churchill and 
Doerge 1994) at a 5% significance level. Our goal is to accurately detect the 
QTL of lesser effect using single marker t-tests. We also calculate the equiv-
alent single marker LOD score analysis (Doerge 1995). Since the evaluation 
is at the genetic marker, LOD scores determined by interval mapping within 
an interval of known length may be higher due to the incorporati_on of genetic 
map information. We chose the single marker t-test as our test statistic be-
cause it performs well in situations where the QTL is linked to a marker. The 
results of the estimated residual threshold analysis are not presented since the 
RET analysis produces the same magnitude threshold values and results. 
The estimated permutation threshold for declaring the initial QTL sig-
nificant at the 5% level is 3.3636 (LOD=2.3725). The largest t-statistic 
( t=4.5412) for the original data is associated with genetic marker number 
55 linkage group 2. Marker 55 becomes the first conditioning marker. The 
trait values are permuted (N = 1000) within the conditioning marker geno-
typic classes. Single marker analyses are performed on the permuted data for 
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markers in linkage groups 1, 3 and 4 only. The experimentwise 95% critical 
value for declaring a second QTL is 3.2606 (LOD=2.2365). The largest test 
statistic (t=3.9577) across linkage groups 1, 3 and 4, from the original data is 
associated with the genetic marker number 25 on linkage group 1. We condi-
tion on both markers 25 and 55 and carry out a permutation analysis of linkage 
groups 3 and 4. The original t-statistics associated with linkage groups 3 and 
4 are all below the estimated 95% critical value of 2. 7738 (LOD=1.6412), thus 
terminating the search. 
Rice Data: A cross between C039, a lowland indica cultivar developed in 
India, and Moroberekan, an upland japonica cultivar developed in Guinea was 
used to derived 203 recombinant inbred lines (F7 generation) scored at 123 
molecular markers. The trait of interest is root thickness (measured in mi-
crons) as it relates to root morphology and drought avoidance in rice (Cham-
poux et al. 1995). Moroberekan has a deep thick root system, whereas C039 
has shallow fine roots. The goal of this analysis is to identify regions of the 
genome associated with root thickness. 
Champoux et al. (1995) report eighteen marker loci associated with the 
root thickness trait. Step-wise regression was performed for the purpose of 
presenting the best three-variable model which included markers RG 197 ( chro-
mosome 1), RG214 (chromosome 4), and RZ398 (chromosome 6). This model 
explained 56% of the phenotypic variation. If the three markers were acting in 
an additive manner, 80% of the genetic variation would have been explained. 
In addition to RG214 and RG197, RG811 and RG437 were reported to ex-
plain in the range of 50- 57% of the observed variation when taken in various 
combinations with each other, thus implying some amount of interaction. 
Both of the methods presented in this paper are applied to the R.I. data 
set using single marker analysis ( t-tests). The CET analysis, when performed 
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using 95% experimental permutation threshold values across the remaining 
genome found a significant marker on each chromosome (table 1). Among 
the markers found significant, RG214, RZ398, RG197, and RG437 verify the 
original analysis, however, no significance of RG811 is indicated. Since RG811 
and RG197 are both on chromosome 1, and RG197 shows stronger evidence for 
linkage, RG811 is eliminated with the rest of the markers on chromosome 1. 
Each of the twelve regions detected by CET is associated with root morphology 
QTL (Champoux et al. 1995). Table 1 summarizes the results. 
The residual empirical threshold (RET) values were estimated using the 
structural model in equation (1) to describe the behavior of the QTL effect, and 
95% experimental permutation thresholds. Markers RG214, RG197, RG351, 
and RG64 were found significant (table 2). While RG214 and RG197 corre-
spond to the previous analyses, the structural QTL model may not be correct, 
due to the nonadditive nature of the markers (Champoux et al. 1995). 
Simulations: The error rate characteristics of the sequential search pro-
cedure have been studied by simulation. A known (random) genetic map was 
established as described in example 1. Monte Carlo simulation was used to 
generate 500 data sets each for 0, 1 and 2 QTL models (as described above). 
The Monte Carlo data were analyzed using t-tests and the number of correct 
indications per chromosome recorded for CET and RET under sample sizes 
of n = 100 and n = 200. Table 3 summarizes the complete results for each 
simulation. 
For the 0 and 1 QTL Monte Carlo simulations RET outperforms CET, 
however for the 2 QTL model CET appears to be slightly more powerful. With 
perfect data (i.e. no missing data) and increased sample size this result is most 
likely an artifact of simulation. Increased sample size improves the power for 
both tests. Table 3 also shows the number of times each incorrect model was 
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indicated. These simulations suggest that, on average, RET undercalls the 
detectable QTL more than CET, while CET overcalls the detectable number 
of QTL more often than RET. An undercall is at least one true QTL is missed. 
An overcall is the correct model, plus extra QTL. 
Monte Carlo simulations were also performed for a three QTL situation 
where two QTL of equal size (additive effect 1.0) were placed on the first chro-
mosome (between marker number 4 and 5, and between marker number 24 
and marker number 25), and a third QTL of equal size placed on the second 
chromosome (between marker number 55 and marker number 56). A distance 
of 39.9cM defined the map distance between the first and second QTL. The 
Monte Carlo simulation and the backcross are as in the first example pre-
sented above. Residual empirical threshold values were estimated for sample 
sizes n = 100 and n = 200 for the purpose of evaluating the RET method of 
multiple QTL detection. As expected sample size plays a critical role in the 
identification of multiple QTL on the same chromosome (table 4). Simulation 
results show that for sample size n = 100, RET found 2 QTL on the first chro-
mosome 143 times (the correct model 129 times), while it correctly detected 
the third QTL 416 times. Doubling the sample size (n = 200)'improves the 
power of RET. Two QTL were detected on chromosome one 408 times out 
of the 500 Monte Carlo simulations (the correct model 363 times), and 499 
correct identifications were made for the third QTL on chromosome two. The 
number of overcalls when compared to the undercalls were fewer. 
DISCUSSION 
Permutation tests provide a practical and easily implemented method to 
search a genome for multiple QTL. Once a major QTL has been detected, its 
phenotypic effects can be accounted for in the search for secondary QTL. Con-
ditional and resid~al permutations provide critical values for the construction 
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of valid hypothesis tests that account for the specifics of the experiment (e.g., 
marker density, missing data, nonnormality of trait values) as well as effects 
of known major QTL. 
There are a number of test statistics available that can be used to locate 
QTL (Weller 1986; Lander and Botstein 1989; Knapp et al. 1990; Carbonell 
et al. 1992; Haley and Knott 1992). Recently, (Jansen 1993a,b; Zeng 1993, 
1994) multiple regression based methods have been presented that condition 
on the remainder of the genome for the purpose of constructing a test in 
a defined interval. The concept is to test the current location within the 
interval void of any effects caused by additional QTL elsewhere in the genome. 
Zeng (1993) notes that conditioning on linked markers in the analysis will 
increase the precision of the test and parameter estimation, yet decrease the 
statistical power of the test. While many discussions have arisen as to which 
test statistic is "best", in the end, the key issues are power to detect QTL and 
robustness of the procedures to model assumptions. Statistical tests based on 
the permutation principle have many desirable properties. In particular, they 
allow one to empirically derive the distribution of a test statistic under an 
appropriate null hypothesis without relying on a distributional a.Ssumptions. 
The methods presented in this work are based on the classical Neyman-
Pearson formulation of statistical hypotheses testing (Lehmann 1986, pp. 74-
76). This approach sets up a null hypothesis that is to be rejected in favor of 
an alternative in light of sufficient evidence in the data. A different approach 
to the QTL problem could be based on a decision theory viewpoint (Berger 
1985). The result of QTL analysis would be declaration of the certainty with 
which a QTL exists at a specific location, based upon prior knowledge of the 
experimental situation. 
The problem of detecting and locating multiple QTL is complicated by 
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many factors. When multiple QTL are unlinked and/or reside on different 
chromosomes, the methods presented here provide threshold values appro-
priate for testing secondary QTL effects. However, when multiple QTL are 
tightly linked, increased sample size may be the only hope for such differentia-
tion, regardless of methodology. By increasing sample size, parameters may be 
estimated more accurately, and the power for detecting QTL increased. Un-
fortunately, even though the number of individuals scored at each marker and 
measured trait may appear to be large enough for effective estimation, miss-
ing marker data can quickly decrease samples to less than optimal numbers. 
While we assume that data are missing at random, a glance at almost any 
experimental data set will demonstrate otherwise. Contamination of samples, 
bad digest, or difficulty in scoring certain markers are among the sources which 
produce missing data patterns (specific individuals or markers). A descriptive 
summary of the marker, trait, and marker by trait missing data may aid in 
identifying markers and/or traits that are responsible for loss of statistical 
power. The problem of missing genotype data can be serious and is worthy of 
further investigation. 
Finally the issue of cosegregation between QTL and distant 'markers that 
create ghost QTL effects may mislead the search for QTL. Martinez and 
Curnow (1992) present a simulation study where two QTL of equal effect, 
separated by one (empty) interval create a ghost QTL in the empty interval 
having larger effect than either of the known QTL. When the QTL effects are 
changed to equal, but opposing sign, the ghost QTL is eliminated. However, 
the estimation of QTL effects are underestimated. Ghost QTL are a key is-
sue in the proper detection of QTL. Further work on distinguishing between 
ghost QTL and multiple QTL is needed in order to fully address the QTL 
detection/location problem. 
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Each of the methods presented in this paper is nonparametric in the sense 
that no distributional assumptions are placed on the error structure. One may 
consider the residual based thresholds as semi-parametric since a structural 
model is employed to model the effects of known QTL before calculating resid-
uals. The conditional permutation thresholds are completely nonparametric, 
and allow one to account for multiple QTL without relying on the restrictions 
of model based parametric tests. Existing multiple QTL regression models 
(see above citations) assume independent and identically distributed normal 
error structure (mean 0 and variance a 2 ). If the model assumptions are cor-
rect, then these methods (Jansen 1993a,b; Zeng 1993, 1994) will most likely 
perform better. However, ifthe statistical model describing the QTL action is 
not valid, the protection against model failure provided by the nonparametric 
permutation methods is a realistic alternative. 
We have generalized the permutation test to account for the effects of 
known major QTL through their association with genetic markers. The two 
methods suggested here are direct extensions of previous work using permu-
tation theory (Churchill and Doerge 1994). Both methods are easily imple-
mented, and can be used in conjunction with any method of QTL detection for 
the purpose of estimating threshold values for specific experimental situations. 
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Table 1: Conditional Estimated Threshold (CET) values used in the sequential 
search applied to the rice root thickness data. 
Conditioning Markers a Chromosome 6 t-test c 
RG214 4 3.3369 
RZ398 6 3.2277 
. RG197 1 3.2309 
RG570 9 3.1358 
CD0533 7 3.0373 
RG136 8 2.8969 
CD0365 11 2.7358 
RZ576 3 2.6260 
RG13 5 2.5952 
RG437 2 1.9951 
RZ397 12 1.9519 
RZ892 10 
aindicates which marker was added at each step of analysis 













cBased on t-tests from 1000 conditional permutations of the original data. 
d LOD = ~ log10 [ 1 + n 1 Jr.22 _ 2 ], where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of the geno-
typic marker classes, and Tis the t-test statistic {Doerge 1995). 
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Table 2: Residual Estimated Threshold (RET) values used in the sequential 
search applied to the rice root thickness data. 
Conditioning Markers a Chromosome b t-test c 
RG214 4 3.6498 
RG197 1 3.4872 
RG351 7 3.4888 
RG64 6 3.5277 
4 indicates which marker was added at each step of analysis 






cBased on t-tests from 1000 residual permutations of the original data. 
d LOD = ~ log10 [ 1 + n 1 Jr.22 _ 2 ], where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of the geno-
typic marker classes, and Tis the t-test statistic (Doerge 1995). 
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Table 3: Power Simulations for Conditional Empirical ( CET) and Residual 
Empirical Threshold (RET) Values 
Method a RET CET 
True Model b 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 2 0 1 
Sample Size n = 100 n = 200 n = 100 n= 200 
0000 c 500 d 33 6 480 1 467 75 54 474 
1000 64 9 4 29 
0100 452 161 1 498 15 7 382 95 
0010 1 9 25 
0001 18 8 1 
1100 266 1 447 20 296 
1010 13 
1001 





1101 2 37 13 
1110 1 1 
1111 
a500 Monte Carlo simulations each of RET and CET sequential searches were carried out 
using single marker t-test, 95% permutation threshold values, and N = 1000 permutations. 
6QTL models for simulated data are 0 = 0000 (no QTL), 1 = 0100 (one QTL on chro-
mosome 2), 2 = 1100 (one QTL on chromosome 1 and 2). The binary pattern indicates the 
presence (1) or absence (0) of a QTL on each of four chromosomes. 
call possible QTL models 
dThe table shows the number of times each of the possible models was indicated by the 
sequential search. The true model is underlined. A dot indicates that the model was never 












Table 4: Power Simulations for Three QTL Model using Residual Empirical 
Threshold (RET) Values 
Result n = 100 n=200 
overcall" 2 
correctb 129 
undercall c 365 
incorrect d 4 
"All three QTL plus additional QTL were identified. 
bThe correct 3 QTL model was identified. 
cNot all of the three QTL were detected. 
d All other incorrect models. 
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363 
92 
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